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1. INTRODUCTION 
I. 1 The central theme of this study is the interplay of certain classes of 
functions (E, , R,+ , VS} whose values are bounded operators on a complex 
Hilbert space ~7. In a prototype for the general situation, the functions 
belong to classes E, , R, , V, , respectively defined as follows: 
(a,,) E, (- 03 < t < CD) is an orthogonal resolution of the identity, i.e. its 
values form a monotone increasing family of orthogonal projectors, 
E, = Et*, EtlEtz = -%mt,, t,) 9 
with the limit values E-, = 0, E, = I. 
(&) RA(Im h # 0) satisfies th e resolvent equation Rn - R, = (A - CL) RAR, , 
has trivial null-space, and satisfies Rx = Rn*. 
(‘yJ V, (- co < s < a) is a strongly continuous group of unitary opera- 
tors on X: 
VQVQ = vq+s*; VW, = v**; v, =I. 
That these classes are related is a familiar fact, expressed in the following 
statement: 
THEOREM A,. Let T be a self-adjoint operator, in general unbounded, acting 
in 37. Then T has associated with it a unique triple {E, , RA , VS} of functions 
in classes E, , R, , V, respectively, determined as follows: 
(cx~‘) E, is the spectral function of T: T = S-“, tdE, . 
(rS,‘) R,+ is the resolve& of T: RA = (T - AI)-1. 
(‘yo’) V, is the continuous group V, = e-isT. 
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Conversely, each function of class E, , R, , or V, is associated with precisely 
one self-adjoint T in the manner just described. 
Here the assertion that every T may be expressed in the form s tdE, is 
the spectral theorem. The representation of V, in terms of T is the theorem 
of Stone. The characterization by class R, of the resolvent of T is an elemen- 
tary fact. 
Now, a relation among functions {E, , Rn, Cs} persists, and is of signifi- 
cance, for broader classes than those described above, at several levels of 
generality. In one circumstance, E, is the generalized spectral function of a 
symmetric operator T,, and RI is the corresponding generalized resolvent. 
This situation has been studied by A. V. Straus and M. A. Naimark. In 
another circumstance, V, is a continuous semigroup of contractions (for 
s >, 0) and RA is its (suitably normalized) resolvent. Here the principal 
theorems carry the names of E. Hille, K. Yosida, and B. Sz.-Nagy. In both 
cases, much of the structure present in the self-adjoint prototype persists, 
though perhaps not all existing structure has been exploited. In particular 
a role for V, in the first case, and E, in the second, has been neglected, and 
thereby some simplifying connections have been lost. 
It is our thesis that by systematically developing, on a suitable level of 
generality, the interrelations among operator-valued functions {E, , RA , V,>, 
one finds a unified approach to various specializations, obtains new, brief, 
and transparent proofs of the known facts concerning them, and uncovers new 
relations previously unnoticed. 
Before placing our considerations in their general setting, it is useful to 
elaborate somewhat upon the situation when, as in Theorem A, , the triple of 
functions {E, , RA , Vs} belongs to S, = {E, , R, , V,} and is associated with 
a self-adjoint T. 
As is known, the important properties of T and of its related triple are 
readily deduced with the help of a functional calculus, based upon the struc- 
tural isomorphism between functions f(t) f  o a real scalar and functionsf(T) 
of a self-adjoint operator. The correspondence is usually made via the 
equation 
f(T) x = [a f(t) dE,x, (x E X), 
--2 
and so is founded on a representation involving E, . However it is pertinent 
to remark that a functional correspondence may be based instead on a 
representation involving either RA or V, . One begins with, respectively, the 
rational functions or those which are Fourier-Stieltjes transforms. 
Each member of the triple determines T, by the respective formulas 
T= w J‘ td-&, T = XI + R;l, -cc T=i$$-1 , S==O 
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and each determines the other two. To begin with, the functional calculus 
yields the representations (for x E &‘J 
s 
m 
R,x = -!- dE,x 
-*t--h 
(Im h # 0), 
and 
Vgc = SW eeist dE,x 
--oo 
(- m < s < a), 
(1) 
(2) 
A direct link between Rn and V, is furnished by 
s 03 Rhx = f i e*i’s V*,xds (& Im h > 0). (3) cl 
which follows from (1) and the scalar equation 
(3’) 
Finally, each of the formulas (l), (2), and (3) may be inverted. One obtains 
respectively 
EtBx - Etlx = lii i 1’” Im Rt,i,xdt, (4) 
h 
Etzx - E,x = \p.v.) - ,pI, eiteS - eit’s vsxds, 
2rris (5) 
these formulas holding at continuity points t, , t, of Et , and (with 6 > 0) 
As indicated, the integral in (5) is the Cauchy principal value, and that in 
(6) is the (C, l)-sum. We note that when x ED, then (6) exists as the prin- 
cipal value. 
1.2 The point of departure of the present investigation is the observation 
that the association embodied in formulas (l)-(6) of a triple of functions 
{Et , RA , V,} carries over to classes E, R, and V, which we now describe. 
The functions Et , RA and V, are understood to have as values bounded 
operators on X to Z. Their detailed definitions are these: 
(a) Et (- co < t < co) belongs to class E = E(S) whenever it has 
positive values and is monotone nondecreasing with total variation <I. 
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Thus 
we assume the normalizations E-, = 0, Et = E,, , and note that Em <I. 
(These are strong limits.) 
@) &(Im A # 0) belongs to the class R = R(Y) whenever it is holo- 
morphic on each half-plane of definition and satisfies 
II RAX II2 < Im (h, 4 ImA ’ Rr = R: , (1mhfO;xE.Y) 
(y) V, (- co < s < co) b 1 e ongs to class V = V(X) whenever it is 
strongly continuous in s, satisfies jl V,, 11 < 1 and is of positiwe type: i.e. for 
every finite sequence si , s2 , ..a, s, of real points and every sequence xi , 
x2 , ..., x, of vectors in 37, one has 
In 2.4 we are able to characterize the classes R and V by means of other, 
superficially weaker, conditions. 
The considerations of 2.1-2.4 lead to our first fundamental proposition. 
In this theorem, and hereafter in the paper, operator-integrals are to be 
interpreted in the sense of weak convergence. 
THEOREM A. Each function Et E E, Rx E R, or V, E V belongs to a unique 
triple of functions {E, , RI, VS} in S = {E, R, V}, such that the members of 
the triple are interrelated by formulas (l)-(6). When x E D(dV,/ds), then (6) 
exists as a Cauchy principal value. 
The theorem is an operator-valued anaiogue of basic representation theo- 
rems of S. Bochoer [l] and R. Nevanlinna [2], and these figure in its proof. 
A triple of functions {E, , Ri , Y8} E S, whose members are related as in 
Theorem A, will be called a matched triple. Similarly, a triple of classes 
S’ ={E’, R’, V’> will be called matched iff: 
(i) S’ E S and 
(ii) when {Et, AA, VS} is a matched triple in S, then any one of the 
relations E, GE’, Ii2 E R’, V, GV’ implies all three, i.e., implies that the 
triple is in S’. 
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It is a consequence of Theorem A, that the triple of classes 
S, = (E, > Ro , Vo> 
is matched: The statement that S, C S may be verified by the operational 
calculus for T. 
1.3 Further study of the matched functions and subclasses of S depends 
in large part upon the exploitation of a functional calculus, analogous to that 
for T. 
For a given E, EE, we shall denote by B(dE) the class of scalar-valued 
functions f(t) (- co < t < co) which are Bore1 measurable and bounded 
on the support (supp dE) of the operator-measure dE. Each f E B(dE) 
induces a bounded operator F on X, through the formula 
F= O” s --m f(t) G (7) 
This functional correspondence is, as described in 2.2, linear and positive, 
and preserves conjugates. It is norm-decreasing and preserves dominated 
limits. In general though, it is not multiplicative. 
However, the multiplicative property is restored whenever the function E, 
is projector-valued (Et2 = E,). For such a function, the limit E, is also a 
projector, though not necessarily the identity. The class E, of projector-valued 
E, , and its matched classes Rr , Vi may be described as follows: 
(0~~) E, (- co < t < co) belongs to E, whenever 
Et = Et*, EtI&, = Emwt,. t,) 3 G, = 0. 
(pi) RA (Im h # 0) belongs to R, whenever it satisfies the resolvent 
equation, and Rx = Rn*. 
s < co) belongs to V, whenever it is strongly continuous, 
Setting Sr = {E, , R1 , V,}, we note that S, C S, . The statement that 
S1 is a matched triple of classes is a corollary of the same statement about S, . 
One has only to decompose X as a direct sum of E,X and its orthogonal 
complement. 
Returning to the general situation, the absence of the multiplicative pro- 
perty in the functional correspondence (7) is partially compensated for by the 
following proposition. This asserts the existence of a type S, minimal dilation 
of an arbitrary matched triple. 
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THEOREM B. Let {E, , RI , V,} E S(X) 6 e a matched triple. There exists a 
Hilbert space Xf 2 X and a matched triple {E,+, RA+, VS+} E S,(jr+) 
such that 
(i) for x E Y, 
E,x = PE,+x, Ri,x = PRA+x, v,x = pv,+x, 
where P is the orthogonal projector onto the subspace X of X+. 
(ii) X+ = span (X, Z,), where 
~,=span{E,+x:xE~,--cot<<} 
= span {Rn+x : x E X, Im h f  O> 
=span{V,+x:xEX,-co<(s<co} 
(iii) E,+ = I i f f  E, = 1. Also E+(d) = 0 i f f  E(d) = 0, where d is an 
interval d = (a, b], and E(d) = E, - E, . 
When E, = V,, = I, the statements in Theorem B concerning E, and V, 
respectively are known dilation theorems of M. A. Naimark [3] and B. Sz. 
Nagy [4]. Theorem B itself is a consequence of Theorem A and a variant of 
the Naimark theorem. 
1.4 The functional calculus and the dilation theorem permit one to 
establish for the elements of E, R, or V certain properties the same as or 
similar to those well-known for elements of E, , R, or V, . For instance, there 
is an ergodic theorem for V, E V. Particularly important to us is the property 
(see (3.1) that 
$+pm [- AR,] = Em = V, (strong limit). 
Here and throughout the paper the statement X + & ioo has the precise 
meaning: 
IhI-+ iImX>O, IImX1 >ejhi (fixed 0 > 0). (8) 
From the stated property, one may deduce the coincidence of the null 
spaces N(E,) = N( V,,) = N(R,J) for Im h # 0. When N = iV(E,) is trivial, 
the matched triple {E, , Rh , VS} and its member functions will be called 
proper. In general, the decomposition z~C = N @ Nl is reducing for all 
values of the triple of functions, with these functions being proper on NL 
and identically zero on N (Section 3.2). 
It follows that in many investigations one may limit attention to proper 
triples. On the other hand, a proper triple need not have a proper dilation, 
even when that dilation is minimal. 
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In Section 3.4 we characterize a proper RA E R as the generalized resolvent 
RA = (TA - AI)-1 (Im h f  0) 
of a densely-defined operator Th , depending analytically upon X, and such 
that 
TX = Tn*; f Im TA < 0 (max) (fImX>O). 
(For a detailed definition, see 3.3 and 3.4). We shall say that Tn represents RA . 
1.5 Within the class B(dE) of scalar-valued functions we single out a 
pair of subclasses B+(dE) and BP(&). 
DEFINITION. A function f(t) E B(dE) belongs to BJdE) whenever there 
exists a functionf(z) of the complex variable Z, which is bounded and holo- 
morphic on the half-plane f Im z < 0, and is such that 
l$nf(t F is) =f(t) a.e. (dE)- 
We are now ready to make the connection between matched triples and 
the theory of semigroups of contraction operators. By a semigroup of con- 
tractions vs on the half-line 0 < & s < CO we shall mean a family of bounded 
operators on X such that 
The function V, can be extended (natural extension) to - co < s < 03 
by V.+ = V,*. The extended function then reduces to a semigroup on each 
halfline. 
THEOREM C. If V, is the natural extension of a strongly continuous semi- 
group of contractions, then V, E V. Furthermore, $3, = {E, , R, , V,} is a match- 
ed triple, where 
(c+) E, E E, a# E, E E and, the corresponding functional calculus is multi- 
plicative on one (hence both) of B+(dE), and E, = I. 
(&) RA E E, ;fs RA E R, is proper, and is represented by a fixed Ti on each 
half-plane f  Im h > 0. 
(yz) V, E V, $7 V, is the natural extension of a strongly continuous semi- 
group of contractions. 
The first statement in the theorem is due to Sz.-Nagy [4]. The matching 
of R, to V, is essentially the theorem of Sz.-Nagy [5] and R. S. Phillips [6] 
asserting that the generators of semigroups of contractions are the maximal 
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closed dissipative operators. The measure associated with E, is carried over, 
by Cayley transformation to M. Schreiber’s strong operator measure [7] of 
the Cayley transform of T+; the connection between strong measures and 
semigroups of contractions has previously been made by Sz-IVagy and 
Foias [8]. The operational calculus on &(dE) reflects the operational calculus 
associated with this strong measure, and is a refinement of Hille’s operational 
calculus for general semigroups [9]. 
Our proof of Theorem C depends upon Theorem A and a result of J. von 
Neumann [lo] on rational approximation. 
As immediate, almost trivial, corollaries of Theorem C, one obtains a 
body of known results [9] about semigroups of contractions (see 4.4 and 4.5): 
the existence of the generator and its identification with f  iT*, various 
exponential formulas for V, , the Hille-Yosida characterization of the resol- 
vent. Also one obtains for T* a characterization via v. Neumann’s theory of 
spectral sets [IO], and for its resolvent the representation (1) of Dolph- 
Penzlin [ll], [12]. 
1.6 A generalization of Theorem A, in a different direction is the fol- 
lowing proposition, which identifies matching subclasses of S through an 
association with a Hermitian operator T,, . Here To satisfies (To x, y) = (x, Toy) 
for X, y  E DrO . When also D, = X, then T,, is called symmetric. 
THEOREM D. Suppose that {E, , RA , V,} is a matched triple in S with 
E, = I, that RI is represented by TA , and that E,+ is the minimal dilation of E, 
Let TO be a certain operator acting in X. Then these conditions are equivalent: 
(9 T,, c T+ = j-r tdE,f. 
--co 
(ii) For x E D, and y  E X, 
/I T,x iI2 = j”;, t2d(E,x, x), (T,,x,Y) = /ym td(&n, y). 
(iii) 
. dV, 
z-x = V,T,x 
ds 
(x E DTO; - 00 < s < co). 
(iv) R,(T, -AI)x =x (x E DTO; Im h # 0). 
(v) T,, c TA, TO E TJ (for one, hence all, h in Im X # 0). 
When these conditions hold, T,, is necessarily Hermitian. When D, = -X, 
condition (v) takes the special form 
(v’) T,E T,,E TO” (for one, hence all, h in Im h # 0). 
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Actually conditions (iv) and (v) may be replaced by superficially weaker 
statements (see 5.2). 
Under the conditions of the theorem, E, has been called a generalized 
spectral resolution, and Rn a generalized resolvent, of T,, . The equivalence of 
(i) and (ii) follows from the Naimark dilation theorem, and was pointed out 
originally by Naimark [3]. The characterization (iv) is essentially equivalent 
to one of A. V. Straus [13, Theorem 31; our proof seems much moredirect 
then those given previously. Condition (v’) is close to a representation for R,+ 
given previously by Straus [13]. The characterization (iii) appears to be new. 
In (5.3) we use condition (v’) to obtain a new and simple proof of the above 
mentioned representation theorem of Straus. 
2. OPERATIONAL CALCULUS AND MATCHING TRIPLES 
2.1 The dilation theorem of M. A. Naimark, which figures in our 
Theorem B, is the following: 
THEOREM. Let Et E E(X). Ther e exists a Hilbert space .X+ 2 X and a 
projector valued E,+ EE,(X+) such that 
(i) for x E X, E,x = PEtfx, where P is the orthogonal projector onto the 
subspace ~7 of Sf. 
(ii) X+ is spanned by X u {E,+x : x E 2”; - co < t < co>, and 
(iii) Em+ = I zz E, = I. Also E+(A) = 0 z$f E(A) = 0, where A is un 
interval (a, b] and E(A) = E, - E, . 
Actually, Naimark proved the theorem when Em = I. When E, <I, 
one modifies E, , defining r?i, on - CO < t ,< CO by 
&=EE,(- m<t<co); Em =I. 
Although i?, may be discontinuous at CO, the basic construction of Naimark’s 
proof is unaffected, and one obtains a projector-valued dilation of I$ . From 
this the stated theorem follows. These assertions are particularly evident in 
Sz. Nagy’s proof of the Naimark theorem [4, pp. 27-291. 
We return to the class B(dE) of scalar-valued functions defined in 1.3, 
and the functional correspondence (7), which is to be understood in the sense 
(Fx, Y> = JYaf(t) 4Et-T YIP 6% y E w. (7’) 
We shall indicate the correspondence (7) by f -F(dE). 
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I f  rE,+ E E,(X+) is the minimal dilation of E, E E(X), then because 
supp dE+ = supp dE it follows that B(dE’) = B(dE). When f  - F(dE), we 
set 
Ft = -a~ 
J -wf(t) dEt+. (7’) 
Then, for X, y  E .X, 
In fact, from 
(Fx, y) = (F’-x, y); Fx = PF+x. (9) 
(&, y) = (P&+x, Y) = V&+x, Y) 
follows 
(Fx, y) = jm f(t) 4&x, r> = jm f(t) 4&+x, y) = (F+x, Y)> 
-CL -cc 
and this implies also the second relation of (9). 
2.2 The functional correspondence (7) has the following properties. Here 
it is to be understood that f - F, g - G, fn -F, , and g, - G,(dE). 
(i) Linear: ci f + tag - c,F + c,G (cl , ca are scalar constants). 
(ii) Preserves conjugates: f-F* 
(iii) Positive: f(t) > 0 on supp dE implies F 3 0. 
(iv) When E, is projector-valued, then the correspondence is multiplica- 
tive: fg N FG. 
(4 IlFx II2 < jm If(t) 1% 4% 4 (x E -a -02 
with equality when E, is projector-valued. 
(vi) Norm-decreasing: 11 F I/ < ess sup I f(t) / on supp (dE). 
(vii) When fn(t)-+f(t) b ounded1ya.e. (dE), i.e. when I fn(t) 1 < M and 
f%(t) +f(t) as n - co, a.e. (dE) then F, -+F strongly (and 11 F, 11 < M). 
(viii) When fn(t) -f(t) as it + co, uniformly on supp dE, then 
IIF, --Fll-+O 
(ix) 1 -E, . 
These properties are of course well-known when E, is the spectral function 
of a self-adjoint operator, i.e. when E, is projector-valued and E, = I. 
The standard arguments which apply in that special case (see, for instance, 
Riesz-Sz. Nagy [17, pp. 342-3431) q re uire some modifications here. 
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PROOF. Properties (i)-(iii) follow directly from (7). Property (iv) depends 
on E, being projector-valued so that 
for 7 > t, 
Then 
= @A Y) for 7 < t. 
(FGx, y) = jm f(t) d(&Gx, Y) = jm f(t) d(Gx, -&Y) 
-m -cc 
= jImf(t) d, jIm&) d(ETx, Ety) 
- j;mf(t) d, j" - 
--m 
R(T) d(E,x> y> = jlmfW i?(t) d&x, Y). 
Property (v) for a projector-valued E, follows from (iv) by 
IlFx II2 = (Fx,Fx) = (F*Fx, x) = jm If(t) I2 d(Ep, x). 
-m 
Property (v) for arbitrary E, depends upon an application of the projection 
Theorem 2.1: Defining F+ as in (7+) we have, since E,+ is projector-valued, 
that 
I! F+x /I2 = jm if(t) I2 d(E,+x, x). 
-02 
The formula of (v) follows from this and (9): 
IlFx II = II m+x II G IIF+x II; t-&x, Y> = t&+x, Y). 
Property (vi) is a corollary of (v), since I/ E, I/ < 1. Properties (vii) and (viii) 
follow from (v) and (vi) respectively. (ix) is obvious. 
2.3 In terms of E, E E, we shall define functions RI and V, by means of the 
formulas (1) and (2). Thus 
’ R 
t--h- A’ 
e-its - V 
s 9 (do 
Substituting the scalar expression (3’) for (t - X)-l in (1) we see that RA and 
V, are linked directly by (3). Al so, Stieltjes inversion of (1) shows that E, 
is determined from R,+ by Eq. (4). (We shall consistently interpret integrals 
in the weak topology.) 
The main assertion of this section is the following: 
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LEMMA. Rn and V, , as defined above, belong to classes R and V respectively. 
The functions E, , Rn , l/, are interrelated by (l)-(6) as in the statement of 
Theorem A. 
PROOF. (a) If the identity 
Im (t - h)-l 
Imh =&2 
is integrated with respect to d(E,x, x), then one obtains 
Im (hx, 4 -___ = 
ImX 1 
d(Etx’ *) > /I R,x /Ia, 
-@Tip 
by properties (i), (ii), and (v) of the functional calculus (Section 2.2). Also, 
because 
(t - $1 - (t -A)-1 
P--h = (t - p)l(t - A) -(t 1 A)2 ’ (Im A f 0) 
boundedly on - CC < t < GO as p -+ h, therefore 
4 --.A m 
p -?I - .c 1 dE --m (t -X)2 t strongly (Im h # 0) 
as p --f h. Hence dR,JdX exists and Rh is holomorphic. 
(b) The fact that I/ V, II,< 1 follows from V,, = E, , by (2) for s = 0. 
The strong continuity of V, follows from the bounded convergence on 
- cO<t<coof 
e-i @+a) t + e-is t as s -+ 0. 
The positive type of the function V, is proved most easily with the help of 
the projection theorem 2.1. Since Et+ is projector-valued, the corresponding 
functional calculus is multiplicative; and 
from e+i8k e+j = e--i’s~-sk) follows (Vz)* Vc = Vz-#, . 
Hence 
That V, is positive type now follows from this and (9), which becomes here 
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(c) Formula (3) is obtained by substituting (3’) in (l), or rather in the weak 
form of (I), and changing the order of integration. This last is justified by 
the absolute integrability of the iterates. Since formulas (l)-(3) are taken in 
the weak, or scalar, form, the inversion formulas are directly the known scalar 
inversion formulas: see respectively Stone [14, chap. V], Bochner [l, Sec- 
tion 181, and Widder [15, chap. II, Section 91. In inverting (6) one uses the 
continuity of (VP, x), and in the stronger form of the inversion [15, II, 
Section 71, the differentiability at s of this function. 
REMARK. According to the standard inversion formula, the integral in (6) 
is summable, when s = 0, to 4 V,, . 
2.4 PROOF OF THEOREM A. In view of Lemma 2.3, Theorem A will be 
proved when one show that each & E R can be expressed by Eq. (l), and 
each V, E V by Eq. (2), in terms of some E, E E. As a first step in that 
direction, we note that: 
If&ERandI”,EV,thenforxE%, 
(i) The function (RAx, X) is holomorphic in each half-plane of definition 
and satisfies 
* Im (G, 4 2 0; I Imh I . I (&x9 4 I < II x /12; 
(Rxx, x) = (R,x, x), (+Imh > 0). 
(ii) The function ( V,X, x) is continuous in s, satisfies j ( V,X, x) 1 < (x, X) 
and is ofpositive-type: i.e., for every finite sequence of real-points s1 , a.‘, s,, 
and every sequence of complex scalars [i , ..., &, , one has 
This is immediate, from definition. The scalar form of the conditions that 
V, is of positive-type follows from the operator form by setting xj = tjx, 
(j = 1, 2, . . . . ?z). 
Now it is known [16, pp. 173-1781 that the conditions (i), (ii) are sufficient 
to permit the construction of an E, E E from which RA , I’, are calculated 
by (1) and (2). In fact one may employ scalar theorems of R. Nevanlinna and 
S. Bochner respectively to obtain 
R,(x, x) = ,ym 3, (VP, x) = s; e-ist dw,(t, x), 
where w,(t, x), (K = 1, 2), is positive and monotone in t, with 
w,(m x) < 6% 4. 
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Furthermore for each fixed t, zu,(t, .x) is a real quadratic form in X, hence is 
expressible as z~r~(t, X) = (E,‘< , ), h x x w ere E,” EE. By (3) and (4), E,l = E,“. 
These arguments were originally employed (and are, in the reference cited) 
to prove, respectively, the spectral theorem for a self-adjoint operator, and 
the Stone theorem for a continuous group of unitary operators. In the special 
circumstances, additional properties of RA , V, allow the conclusion that E, is 
projector-valued. The arguments serve equally as well to justify our state- 
ment, in 1.3, that S, is a matching class of triples. 
It is worth noticing that the scalar Nevanlinna and Bochner theorems used 
above are not independent-in fact the first has been used to prove the second 
l-16, pp. 154-1581. What is of particular interest is that the argument cited 
makes use of the scalar analogue of formula (3). Now this line of reasoning 
may be adopted to obtain the representation (2) directly from (1). One assu- 
mes that V, satisfies (ii), defines RA by 
(R,x, x) = ,; eiAs( VSx, x) dx, 
and verifies directly (as in the last reference cited) that (R,+Y, X) satisfies (i). 
Because the construction of E, depends only upon the “weak” properties 
(i) and (ii), we obtain as a biproduct of the proof the result: 
THEOREM. The classes R and V may be characterized by properties (i) and 
(ii) respectively. 
REMARK. We note yet another characterization of RA E R, namely that 
2~ Im (RG, x) 3 0, IIrnXI.jjRAII<l, Rx=Rn*, (fImha0). 
In fact these formulas imply the weak characterization (i) and are implied 
by the strong characterization ($3). 
PROOF OF THEOREM B. Theorem B depends upon Theorem A, the 
Naimark dilation Theorem 2.1, and the assertion that S, forms a matching 
triple in Y. From these, B(i) follows immediately. Clause B(ii) depends on 
clause (ii) of the Naimark theorem, and the identity of the spans of the sets 
displayed in (ii). This last may be deduced from the formulas (l)-(6), for 
x E X and the triple (E,+, RA+, VS+}. 
2.4 The functional calculus based on E, E R is of course considerably 
less flexible than that available when E, E R, However certain formulas, 
not dependent upon the multiplicative property, may be derived as usual. 
As an example we cite 
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1 
.c 
a+T 
r. 
V,dS -+ EO (strongly) as T + co. 
PROOF. Set 
fT(t) = f  jyT e-ist dt 
and let x0(t) be the characteristic function x0(O) = 1, x,-,(t) = 0 (t # 0). 
Thenf,(t) -+ x0(t) as t + co while 1 fT(t) - x0(t) 1 < 1. The theorem follows. 
3. PROPER TRIPLES 
3.1 The developments in Section 3 rest upon the following properties 
of s: 
THEOREM. Let (E, , R, , V,} be a matched triple in S. Then 
(i) 1’ rmh+iia, [- ARJ = Em = V, (strong limit), where h -+ f  ice under 
the conditions described in Eq. (8). 
(ii) Vms = V,*; I (Ve-6 4 I < (Vo& 4; II v.9 II < II VII II d 1, 
(--<s<m). 
PROOF. (i) That V, = Em is immediate from Eq. (2) with s = 0. The 
principal assertion follows, by the functional calculus from the bounded 
convergence 
(ii) The formula V-s = V,* follows, by the functional calculus from 
eist = elist. Also 
I (Vs% 4 I = I jm e-i*t d(E,x, 2) < I s O” d(E t% 4 = (VOX, x). --co -cc 
Alternatively these formulas may be derived directly from the condition 
in y: 
409-30 
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Taking a special case of this inequality, with m = 2, s1 = 0, sa = - S, 
x1 = ei’+‘x, xs = y, one obtains 
(VA 4 + (V~Y, Y) + 2Re eip(Vsx, Y) > 0. 
With suitable choices of y this becomes 
2 I (V&Y) I G (VOX, 4 + (VoY,Y)* 
Estimating the right hand side, specialized to unit vectors, 
I (V&Y) I d II VII II when Ilx II = IIY II = 1, 
i.e., 
II vs II G II VII Il. 
3.2 Range and null-space. 
THEOREM. Let N = N(E,) be the null-space of Em . Then: 
(i) N(E,,) 2 N(Q) 2 N; E,,X s E&f = N’, 
(- co < t, < t, < 03) 
- - (ii) N(V,) 2 N(V,) = N; V,X c V,,X = NL, 
(-m<s<al) 
- (iii) N(R,) = {x : (R,x, x) = 0} = N; R,Z = N’, 
(Im X # 0). 
In particular, the decomposition SC = NL @ N is reducing for all values of 
the functions E, , Rn , V, , and these functions vanish identically on N. 
PROOF. (i) Since E, is positive, therefore 
N(E,) = (x : (E,x, x) = 0} and E,X = N(E,)+ 
Hence the assertions follow from 
0 < (Etp, x) < (Et,x, x) < V-LA 4. 
(ii) By 3.1 (ii), j ( Vsx, y) ( Q 2( V,,.x, y). Hence V,-,x = 0 implies V,x = 0. 
The second statement follows from 
V,X = N( V,*)’ = N( V-J” E N 1; 
(iii) The proof depends upon these three assertions: 
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(a) If (RAOx, X) = 0 for a single nonreal &, then E,x = 0. 
(b) If E,x = 0 then RAx = 0 for every nonreal X. 
(c) If R,,x = 0 then (RAx, x) = 0. 
Statement (c) is obvious, (b) follows by formula (1) since, by (i), E,x = 0 
implies E,x EE 0. It remains to prove statement (a). Suppose (RhOx, x) = 0 
for some h, in the upper half-plane. Since (RAx, x) is holomorphic and 
Im (R,+v, x) > 0 in Imh >O, 
therefore, by the maximum principle (RAx, x) = 0 in Im h > 0. Letting 
h, ---f ice under the conditions of (8), it follows that 
(E,x, x) = - lim X,(RAmx, x) = 0, 
and so E,x = 0. A similar argument applies when Im X, < 0. 
DEFINITION. We shall call a triple {E, , R,+ , I’,} proper whenever N = (0). 
Obviously any triple generates a proper triple on the reducing subspace 
Nl. It should be noted that for projector-valued E, , the corresponding triple 
is proper iff E, = I. Hence for an arbitrary triple {E, , Rn , V,}, the minimal 
dilation {E,+, RA+, I’,+} will be proper iff E, = I. In particular, a proper 
triple need not have a proper minimal dilation. 
3.3 An operator T (generally unbounded), acting in .%, will be said to 
have negative imaginary part (Im T < 0) whenever Im (TX, x) < 0, (x E DT). 
One analogously defines Im T > 0, Re T < 0, Re T 3 0. Operators with 
negative real part (Re T < 0) have been called dissipative [6]. An operator T 
is Hermitian (i.e. satisfies (TX, y) = (x, Ty) for X, y E Dr) iff both Im T < 0 
andImT>O. 
An operator T satisfies Im T < 0 iff one has for some (hence every) X 
in Im X > 0 and every x E D, that 
Im (x, [T - Al] x) = Im h * 11 x II2 - Im (TX, x) > Im h . I/ x ]12. (10) 
Since the left member is dominated by 11 x I] * II [T - hl] x 11, (10) implies that 
II V-Wxll >ImhdxII 
and hence that (T - hl) has a bounded inverse when Im h > 0. The range 
d,(X) = [T - XI] D, (Im h > 0) 
is a closed set iff T is a closed operator. Clearly, when .4 r(X) = Z for some 
(hence every) h in Im X > 0, then T has no proper extension which is of 
negative imaginary part. In this case we shall say that T is maximal closed of 
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negative imaginary part, and write Im T < 0 (max). It can be shown that 
when Im T < 0 (max) then D, is dense in A’- [6, p. 2011. When Im T < 0 
(max), the resolvent 
Y(A) = (T - AZ)-l (Im h > 0) 
exists as a bounded operator with domain all of X. Equation (10) implies 
Im ($4, Y, Y) 3 Im X II x I?. (11) 
Conversely, if, for a single X in Im X > 0, an operator T has resolvent r(X) 
which satisfies (1 l), then Im T < 0 (max). 
The Cayley transform U = U(h,) f  o an operator T (Im T < 0) is defined by 
U = (T ~ A,,) (T - h&l 
in terms of a Jixed number A, with Im A, > 0. U is a contraction operator 
(11 U 11 < 1) and is isometric i f f  T is Hermitian. D, = X if Im T < 0 (max). 
Statements analogous to all of these can be made concerning an operator 
of positive imaginary part. It can be shown [6, p. 2021 that 
Im T < 0 (max) i f f  Im T* 3 0 (max) 
THEOREM. R,+ E R and is proper if Rn = (TA - M-l, (Im h # 0), where 
(i) Im TA < 0 (max); TX = TA* (Im X > 0). 
(ii) Tn is holomorphic on Im h > 0 in the sense that the Cayley transform 
UA = (T,, - &I) (Tn - hOT)pl is holomorphic for some (hence every) choice 
ofh, on Imh,>O. 
PROOF. Suppose Rn E R and is proper. Since N(RA) = 0, therefore 
qi exists and one may define TA by Tn = Rhl + AZ; hence RA = ( TA - M-1. 
Furthermore, since 
D(RA) = %, Im h /j Rnx II2 - Im (Rnx, x); Rx = RA* (Im X > 0), (12) 
therefore, by the discussion of 3.3, TA satisfies (i). We must show that UA is 
holomorphic for any choice of A, . Now from 
( TA - h,Z) (T,q - hZ)pl = Z + (A - A,) Rn (Im X > 0) 
follows 
( TA - AZ) ( TA - &I)-l = [I + (A - A,) R&l. 
(Here (Tn - A&l exists because Im TA < 0 and Im A,, > 0). Hence 
[Z + (A - A,) &l-l is bounded with domain -X, and 
(Tn - h,Z)-l = R&Z + (A - 4) h-l 
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is holomorphic in h because Rn is. Since 
u, = (TA - &I) (TA - &I)-1 = I + (h, - A,) (T,) - A&l, 
it follows that Un also is holomorphic in A. 
Conversely, let us assume that RI = ( TA - MI>-l, and that TA satisfies 
conditions (i) and (ii), for a particular A,, in Im A, > 0. The considerations 
of (3.3) immediately yield (12). Inverting the Cayley transform one has 
T,, = (&Un - &,I) (UA -I)-’ (Im h > 0), 
whence 
TA41=[(X-&)I-((h-&,)&I(&-I)-? 
Since both h and A,, are in the upper half-plane, therefore 
v--X, I>/h--h,I 
and we conclude that 
WA&l) = [(&J - A,) I - (A - 4) up 
exists boundedly with domain Y. Hence Wi is holomorphic because VA 
is, and so also is 
R,, = (TA -M)-l = (Un -I) Wn (Im h > 0). 
Finally, since q1 exists, it follows that N(RA) = 0, i.e. Rh is proper. 
4. SEMIGROUPS, RESOLVENTS, AND MULTIPLICATIVE CALCULUS 
4.1 THEOREM. For the operator-valued function 
Rn = (T - hI)-1 (Im A > 0), (13) 
the resolvent (with domain X) of a Jixed operator T, these are equivalent: 
0) Im T < 0 (max) 
(ii) D’,=x; 0 II Ri, II < 1, (u > 0). 
Under these conditions, Rn E R and is proper. Also 
--RI-I strongly as A-+ico. 
PROOF. From the discussion of 3.3 it is evident that (i) implies (ii); (i) also 
implies, by 3.4, that Rn E R and is proper. 
We now assume (ii), Let x E D, . From (13) follows 
Rn( T - XI) x = x; II x + h&x II = II &TX II < (ImA)-l II TX II. 
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Hence for x E D, , - hRhx -+ x (as h = ia + ice). Since I] - XRh (/ < 1 for 
h = iu, therefore the convergence carries over to &. = Y, and so 
- ioR, + I. 
Still assuming (ii), set Y’(A) = - h[l + MA]. We note that, for x E D, , 
T(X) x = - ARn[( T - AZ) + AI] x = - hR,+Tx -+ TX as X =iu-+ico 
One has 
Since 
Im (T(h) x, X) = u[u Im (RAx, x) - 11 x 112], @ E %a 
0 Im (RAx, 4 < u I (RAx, x) I < 0 It RA II * II x II2 < II x I?, 
hence Im (T(h) x, x) < 0 and, letting u --f co, Im (TX, x) < 0. Thus (ii) 
implies (i). 
In particular Im h * II Rh I( < 1 for Im X > 0, and one may conclude as 
above that for x E D,, - M&x -+ x as X -+ ioo. Furthermore 
by the understanding in 3.1 (i) of X -+ ioo, and so - xR,+ ---f I strongly. 
4.2 THEOREM. Suppose that V, (0 < s -C 00) is a weakly-continuous 
semigroup of contractions with V,, = I, and that V-, is defined by VTs = V,*. 
Then V, E V and is proper. Also the corresponding RA , defined by formula (3)) 
is on Im X > 0 the resolvent of a jixed operator T with Im T < 0 (max). 
A direct proof that V, E V has been given by Sz. Nagy [4, Section 91. A 
proof of the statement about RA can be based upon the connection between RA 
and the generator of the semigroup [6, p. 2051. We shall prove the theorem 
a6 initio, on the basis of relations developed in this paper. 
PROOF: That Rh satisfies the resolvent equation may be verified directly 
from formula (3) by the semigroup property of V, . Hence the values of RA 
have a common null space N which, by inverting (3) lies in the null space of 
every V, (s 3 0). But V,, = I. We therefore conclude that Rhl exists, and so 
RA is the resolvent of a certain operator T. 
Since I/ V, I[ < 1, formula (3) gives directly Im /\ * I/ RA j] < 1. But then 
RA satisfies 4.1 (ii); hence Im T < 0 (max) and RA E R. Since Rn E R, Theo- 
rem A implies that V, E V. 
4.3 PROOF OF THEOREM C. We note first of all that f E B+(dE) iff 
f~ B-(dE). Hence the functional calculus is multiplicative on B+(dE) iff 
it is multiplicative on B-(dE). In that case, one has necessarily that Em2 = E, , 
i.e. that E, is a projector. 
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Suppose that Im h > 0, Im p > 0, s > 0, s, > 0. Assuming that Et E E, , 
the identities 
1 1 
t--h--= 
-iste-‘s~t = e-’ (s+s1) t
t--v (t -iit: p) ; e 
imply 
Hence E, E E, implies RA E R, and V, E V, . 
Also, from Theorem (4.2), when V, is the natural extension of a semigroup 
of contractions, then V, E V, and the corresponding RA E R, . 
It remains to show that RA E R, implies Et EE, . The argument proceeds 
in stages, and is completed in Lemma 5 below. 
LEMMA 1. Postulating RA E R, , the functional correspondence (7) is multi- 
plicative on the class of rational functions which are bounded on the loever half- 
plane. 
PROOF. We wish to verify the correspondence 
p(t) = fj (t - xk)-nk - P = I”r (&Jnk 
k-l k=l 
(Imh, > 0) (14) 
for all rationals of the form of p(t). Since the resolvent equation directly 
implies that R+Rhlc = RA,RA, , the order of factors in P is of no importance. 
Differentiating formula (1) yields, for n = 0, 1,2, e-e, 
(Im h > 0). 
On the other hand, by differentiating the resolvent equation one obtains 
The two equations together imply the correspondence (14) for a rational p(t) 
of the special form P(t) = (t - A)-“. 
We establish (14), for rationals with distinguishable factors, by means of 
an induction on n = n, + n2 + *a. n, . Suppose that 
q(t) = (t - q-1 (t - /pp(t) (h#p;Imh >O,Imp >0) 
where p(t) is as in (14), and suppose that the correspondence has been esta- 
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blished for rationals having fewer factors than appear in q(t). In particular 
we are admitting that, with P as in (14), 
(t - A)-1 P(t) N RAP, (t - p) P(t) - R,P. 
It therefore follows from the identity 
*@) = 0 - VP(t) - (t - cl)-‘p(t) 
X-P 
and the linearity of the functional correspondence (5) that 
s(t) - 
RAP - R P = (RA - RR,) p 
h _ ~ A-p - 
By the resolvent equation, then, q(t) - RAR,P, as desired. 
To extend the multiplicative property to a wider class of functions, we 
shall apply a proposition of J. von Neumann [lo]. Let K be the class of 
functions v(w) which are holomorphic and satisfy 1 p)(w) 1 < 1 on the disc 
Iwl<l. 
LEMMA 2 (v. Neumann). Given q~ E K and a positive integer n. There exists 
a rational function Y%(W) in class K, such that 
944 = r,(w) + 2w”lll(w), Iwl<l. 
where I/J E K. 
Von Neumann’s proposition has the following corollary: 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that f(z) is holomorphic and 1 f(z) I < Mfor Im x < 8. 
Then there exists a sequence of rational functions p,(x) such that 
I P&4 I G M and P&4 -+f(4 (Im 2 < B), 
the convergence being uniform on compact subsets. 
PROOF. Without loss of generality one may set M = 1. Let L be a linear- 
fractional transformation carrying / w / < 1 onto Im z < /I : 
aw + b 
Lw=x=-----. 
cw + d 
Put q(w) =f(Lw), (1 w 1 < 1); plainly y  E K. The rational functions rYl(w) 
have the properties 
I r,(w) I G 1 m(w) - dW)> lwl<l, 
the convergence being uniform on compact subsets of the open disc. Setting 
p,(z) = r,(L%), we see that p,(z) is rational, and that 
IP?w <I; p,(x) = rJL%) -+ p(L-?z) = f(z) (Im z < B). 
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The convergence is uniform on compact subsets of the half-plane Im x < 8. 
LEMMA 4. Postulating Rn E R, , the functional correspondence (7) is 
multiplicative on the class of functions which are bounded and holomorphic on 
a half-plane Im z < p, (for /3 > 0). 
PROOF. In fact, if f(x) and g(z) are two such functions, then there are 
corresponding sequences of rational functions, {p,(z)} and {qn(z)}, bounded 
on Im z < /I and tending on that half-plane to f and g respectively, under 
the prescription of Lemma 3. In particular, 
Pn(t> -f WY &L(t) + g(t) (- co <t < 00) (15) 
boundedly, the convergence being uniform on compact subsets of the real 
axis. 
Considering now the functional correspondence (7), let us denote the 
correspondents to f(t), g(t), f(t) g(t); p,(t), qn(t), p,(t) At> by F, G, H; P, , 
& , H, respectively. By Lemma 1, P,Q, = H, .We wish to prove that 
FG = H. According to property 2.3 (vii) of the function correspondence, the 
bounded convergence (15) implies the strong convergence P, + F, Qn -+ G, 
H, --f H. Furthermore, by property 2.3 (vi), the sequence of norms I] P, 11 is 
uniformly bounded. Hence PnQlz -+ FG, and the assertion FG = H follows. 
LEMMA 5. Postulating RA E R, , the correspondence (7) is multiplicative 
on B-(dE). 
PROOF. Supposef(t),g(t) E BJdE), and hence are limit values of functions 
f(z), g(z) which are bounded and holomorphic on the lower half-plane. For 
6 > 0, define fs(.z) = f(z - is), gs(z) = g(z - is). Evidently fs , g, are 
bounded and holomorphic on Im x < 6. Furthermore on - co < t < 00 
the functions f*(t), gs(t) are uniformly bounded, and as 6 i 0, 
fs(t) +f(t), g&) - g(t) a.e. (d-J9 
The proof is now completed as was Lemma 4; we now rely upon Lemma 4 
itself in order to assert that from the correspondence (7) offs , g, , fsgs to 
F, , G, , H6 follows F,Gb = H, . 
4.4 Semigroup Generator. Theorems of Sz. Nagy-Phillips and Hille- 
Yosida. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that V, E V forms a semigroup of contractions on 
0 < + s < co; V,, = I. Define the (bounded) operator T, = i (V, - I)/s, 
(s # 0). Then 
T*=i$V, z I~II~T, (strong limit). 
s=Of 
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PROOF. For i Im h > 0 and x E X we have that lim,,,, T, . Rnx exists, 
and 
[$I~ T8 - XI] R,x = x. 
In fact, by the functional calculus on B,(dE), 
fs(t) = [i ‘-‘“;- ’ - h] (t - x)-l N (Ts - M) R, , 
and one may verify that 
@Ifs(t) 55 1; Ifs(t) I < MY (O~*s<q--~<t<oo). 
Conversely, if y  E z is such that limfs,, T,y exists, then, for & Im X > 0, 
&$,T,-My =J& RJT,-M]y =+l$$T,--Z]R,y=y. 
Here we have used the fact that RA , T, commute, both being in B,(dE). 
Thus we have shown that for * Im h > 0, RA = (lim,,,, T, - M-l; i.e. 
lim*, Ao T, = Ti . 
As usually defined the generator A of the semigroup I’, (0 < s < co) is 
A = (44 Vs s/q,+ . Therefore, by Theorem 1, A = (l/i)T+. Setting 
7 = (l/iA) (Im X > 0), we note that (7Z - A)-l = (l/iR,+) and that 
ReA <O(max); (qZ - A)-l = /Im e+ VSds. 
The equivalence of condition (ii) and (iii) of Theorem C can now be stated 
in the form: 
THEOREM 2 (Nagy-Phillips). Necessary and sufficient for an operator A to 
be the generator of some semigroup of contractions V, , strongly continuous on 
0 < s < 00 with V,, = I, is that Re A < 0 (max). 
Taking account of the intrinsic characterization of R,+ furnished by 4.1 (ii), 
we have this equivalent formulation of Theorem 2: 
THEOREM 3 (Hille-Yosida). Necessary and suficient for a densely dejined 
operator A to be the generator of some semigroup of contractions V, , strongly 
continuous on 0 < s < co with V,, = I, is that the resolvent (?I - A)-’ exist 
for Re 17 > 0 (as a bounded operator with domain S) , and that 
u )I (uZ - A)-l I/ < 1 (a > 0). 
The following proposition, closely related to Theorem 3, belongs to 
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von Neuman’s theory of spectral sets [IO]. Let T be an z&ounded operator 
with the half-plane Im z < 0 in its resolvent set. Then to each rational 
function p(z) which is bounded in Im z < 0, there corresponds a well- 
defined rational function p(T), defined by 
p(z) = c fi (z - tip -p(T)=c&T-M)-“ha 
k=l k=l 
Following von Neumann, we shall say that the half-plane Im z < 0 is 
a spectral set for T whenever, for every bounded rational 
I PC4 I < M on Imz<O implies IIPW It < M. (#) 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that Im z < 0 is in the resolvent set of a closed, densely 
dejined T. Then that half-plane is a spectral set of T isf Im T < 0 (max). 
PROOF. If Im T < 0 (max) then (#) follows from the functional calculus. 
Conversely, if (#) holds then in particular 
ImhI] (T -AI)-l 11 < 1 (Im h > 0) 
and one concludes, by the analogue to Theorem 3, that Im T < 0 (max). 
We remark in conclusion that von Neuman actually developed the theory 
of spectral sets only for bounded T. In particular he proved Theorem 4 for 
bounded T, but proved also a theorem which is essentially the ,,Cayley 
transform” of Theorem 4. 
4.5 Exponential formulas; spectrum with gap; strong operator measures. 
I. We assume the conditions of Theorem C. The following formulas hold 
for V,onO<&s<co: 
(i) V, = 2rn0e-isr6 where T,=f[V,-I], 
(ii) V, = AGzm e-isT(A), where T(h) = - (A + A%,), 
(iii) 
In these formulas, the exponential of a bounded operator has the usual 
meaning es = z Bn/n! We note that 
The formulas (i) and (iii) are due to Hille, and (ii) is due to Yosida [see 9, 
Chap. XI; also 17, Section 1431. 
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PROOF. We note first of all that, because the functional correspondence is 
multiplicative on B,(dE), thereforef(t) E B,(dE) implies that expf(t) E B,(dE) 
and when f N F then exp f - exp F. 
Formulas (i), (ii), (iii) now follow from their scalar correspondents by the 
functional calculus. In particular, (iii) follows from 
= +t. 
II. I f  Et has an interval of constancy, or if the functional correspondence 
(5) is multiplicative on B+(dE) u B-(dE), then Et is projector-valued and 
T+ = T- is self-adjoint. 
PROOF. (i) Let A,, be a real point within the interval of constancy, and 
define 
ho = jTm & dEt .
Since 
boundedly on the sup (dE,), therefore RAOiic --t RAO strongly. Hence the 
resolvent equation RA - R,, = (A - p) RnR, (5 Im h > 0, + Im p > 0) 
also holds for X = A,, . Thus RdO = ( TdI - &J-l and T+ = T- . 
(ii) I f  the correspondence is multiplicative on B, U B- , then the resol- 
vent equation holds with h and p in opposite half-planes. Hence RA is the 
resolvent of the same operator, regardless of half-plane, and T, = T- . 
III. Let U* be the Cayley transform of T*: 
U, = (T* * il) (T* F iI)-] 
and put 
,ie* = !A!; Fob = Et (--<t<co;O<8*<2rr). 
Then 
s 
zr; U,” = ein8+ dF,& (n = 0, 1,2, . ..) 
0 
i.e., FO * is the strong operator measure of the contraction lJ* , as defined by 
Ml. Schreiber [7]. 
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PROOF. U- (t * z)/(t f  z) and so belongs to B*(dE). Hence 
5. HERMITIAN OPERATORS AND ASSOCIATED TRIPLES 
5.1 Let RA E R, and suppose that for a certain operator T,, the relation 
R,(T,-AI)x=x (2 E DTJ (16) 
holds for a nonreal number A. We note: 
(i) The relation (16) is equivalent to the assertion that T,, - XI has an 
inverse satisfying (T,, - M-l G RA . Hence if (16) is valid for a point in 
Im h > 0 (or Im h < 0) then Im T,, < 0 (or Im T,, > 0). 
(ii) When RA is proper then the relation (16) is equivalent to T,, c TA , 
where T,+ is the operator introduced in Theorem 3.4. 
(iii) I f  it is assumed that relation (16) holds in an open set of the half- 
plane Im X > 0 (or Im X < 0) then, by analytical continuation it persists 
throughout the half-plane in question. 
(iv) I f  (16) holds in either of the half-planes Im h > 0 or Im X < 0 then 
E,x = x for x E D, . In particular, if D, = .X then E, = I, and RA is 
proper. 
PROOF. Let x E DTO . From (16) follows 
x + ARnx = R,,T,,x; II x + X&x II G II RA II * II Tax II. 
Since Ii R;, 11 < I ImX I-l, this implies that - hiPAx-+ x as I ImX / + co. 
Hence, by 3.1 (i), we have E,x = x for x E DrO and so for x E D, . 
(v) If  RA is proper, and (16) holds at a single point in each half-plane 
* Im X > 0, then: 
(a) T,, is Hermitian. 
(b) Equation (16) holds for all nonreal A. 
PROOF. Statement (a) follows from (i). Restricting attention to Im h > 0 
we wish to show that To c TA holds throughout the half-plane when it is 
valid at a single point A, . We introduce the Cayley transforms UA , 0 of 
TA and T,, respectively: 
UA = (Tn + iI) ( TA - iI)-l; 8 = (To + iI) (To - 2)-l. 
Because T,, G T,+l we have 0 c UA, . Hence for y  E (T,, - iI) DTo we have 
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jl UA,y 11 = 11 ??y Ij = I/y 11, because To is Hermitian. Now U,y is holomorphic 
on Imh > 0, and I/ lJ,y jj < I! y  jj there. It follows that 11 U,y /I assumes its 
maximum at the interior point h, , and so UAy = oy throughout Im X > 0. 
Thus 8 E UA and T, E TA as asserted. A similar argument establishes 
T, 5 TA for Im h < 0. 
5.2 PROOF OF THEOREM D. We note, by 5.1 (ii) and (v) the equivalence of 
the characterizations D(iv) and D(v). Whenever D, = X, the second inclu- 
sion in (v) is equivalent to TA = TX* c To*. By 5.1 (i) if D(iv) holds, then To 
is Hermitian. 
Evidently condition (i) implies (ii)-( by projection of the corresponding 
formulas for T+. That (ii) implies (i) is verified by a simple argument given 
in Achieser-Glasman [16, p. 2721. 
(iii) * (iv) By formula (3), for x E Dro , y E q 
(RATox, y) = & i 1: eiiAs( V+STox, y) ds, (A Im h > 0). 
= f i J‘l: e*iAs( 5 i) $ ( V.+x, y) ds 
(since II Vi, I/ < 1, v0 = 4. 
Thus RA(T,, - Al) x = x. 
(iv) * (z) For x E D,” , set y  = (T,, - hl) X. From 
y=(T,-~)x+(~-A)x=(T,,-~XI)RAy+(/b-h)R~y 
follows, when one applies Rx and again applies (iv), 
Rxy - RAY = (ii - A) Riy. 
On the other hand, R,I+ = (T+ - M-l satisfies the resolvent equation for 
every vector and in particular, 
R~fy - RA+~ = (A - A) Rx+R~fy. 
Projecting this equation onto X, one has, since R,+ = PRA+, 
Rxy - R,,y = (A - A) pRr+R~+y. 
Comparing this with the previous formula one has 
RxRAy = PRx+RA+y , 
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and so 
II h+y II2 = (Ri+&+y, y) = (Rx&y, y) = II RAY II*. 
At the same time, /I RAY II = /I pR~+y I/. Hence RAY = Rn+y; i.e. 
(To - AZ)-1 y = (T+ - M-1 y, 
and T,, c T+. 
REMARK. We note that, by 5.1 (iv), the condition E, = I may be omitted 
in D(v’) and may be weakened in D(iv) and D(v) to E,x = x, (x I D,,). 
Also, by 5.1(v), the condition (16) in D(iv) need only be postulated at a 
single point in each half-plane, * Im h > 0. 
5.3 Here we shall refine condition (v’) of Theorem D, thereby obtaining 
a formula of A. V. Straus [13, Theorem 71 for an arbitrary generalized resol- 
vent of a symmetric operator T,, . We note the possibility of an analogous 
refinement of condition (v). 
Let T,, be a symmetric operator (hence D(T,,) = ,X), and set 
& = (To zt iz) D,; M, = Ail. 
We recall von Neumann’s formulas, asserting that x E D( T,,*) has a direct 
sum representation 
x = x0 + x, + x- (x0 E D( To), xi E M4 
and that 
T,,*x = T,,x, - ix, + ix- . 
THEOREM (A. V. Straus). I f  T,, is symmetric, then a necessary and sz@cient 
condition that an operator-valued function Tn (Im h * 0) shall represent a 
generalized resolvent of T,, , in the sense of Theorem D (VI), is that 
(i) T0 c TA c To*, and 
(ii) D( TA) consists of elements of the form 
x = x0 + x* + WAX& , (x0 E D(T,), X& E M*; + Im h > 0). 
Here Wn (f Im X > 0) is an arbitrary analytic function, whose values are 
contractions on M+ into MT , and such that WA = WA*. 
The proof will be based upon a pair of lemmas, given below. We shall 
say that a pair of operators L, , L, acting in Xare formal adjoints whenever 
(L,x, Y) = (x, L239 for x E DW, Y E W2). 
LEMMA 1. Let the operators C, , C- be such that & Im C* < 0, and let 
B, , B- be their Cayley transforms: 
B* = (C, f  iZ) (C* F iI)-l. 
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Then C+ , C- aye formal adjoints $f B, , B_ are formal adjoints. 
PROOF. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the elements 
xi E D(C*) and yi E D(B+) such that 
y+=(GfiOxh, B&y+ = (CL 3: I) x& . 
The assertion of the lemma follows from the identity 
(B+Y+ , Y-I - (Y+ , B-Y-) = - W(C+x+ , x-) - (x+ , C-41. 
DEFINITION. A pair of formally adjoint contraction operators B, , B- will 
be called a *-pair between closed subspaces X+ , X- of X whenever 
D(h) = -f*; Bi Z* G .X+. 
A *-pair 8, , 8_ will be called a maximal *-extension of the *-pair B, , B- 
whenever & 2 B* and D(&) = X. 
LEMMA 2. Let B, , BP be a given *-pair between subspaces -X+ , X- , and 
let 8, , ik be any *-pair between the subspaces %+I, X-l. Then 
is a maximal *-extension of B, , B- . Conversely, every maximal *-extension 
of B, , B- has this form. 
The proof of Lemma 2 is straightforward, and will be omitted. 
PROOFOFTHETHEOREM. Introduce the Cayley transforms B* of 7’s defined 
bY 
B+ = (T,, * il) (TO f  iI)-l. 
Since T,, is symmetric, B* is isometric and B, = (B&l. Also B, , B- are 
formal adjoints, using Lemma 1 and the fact that TO is symmetric. Hence 
B, , B- form a *-pair. 
We wish to construct T, as in D(v’). By the theory of the Cayley transform -- 
since D(T,,) = 3?, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the maxi- 
mal extensions of ?‘a , with f  Im T,, < 0, and the maximal extensions B(h) 
of the Cayley transform B, . The requirement that the adjoint pair TA , 
TX simultaneously extend TO is reflected in the requirement that B(X) be a 
maximal *-extension. Hence, by I.emma 2, B(X) = B& WA where W,, is 
defined as in the theorem. The analyticity of B(h) is equivalent to that of W,, . 
By taking Cayley transforms, one obtains the operator family 7’,+ which is 
described in the theorem. 
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